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Abstract

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) networks can provide wireless coverage to users

when cellular infrastructure is unavailable. Each UAV covers a circular area,

called a hotspot cell, and serves the users in it. Natural disasters can cause un-

predictable mobility of users, randomly overloading some cells, called hot zones,

for different time intervals. Along with an efficient initial deployment, this paper

presents a two-fold approach to handle hot zones. First, the loads in overlapped

sections are redistributed to neighbors. Second, a distributed algorithm is run

that dynamically repositions the least number of UAVs to serve the maximum

possible users. Additionally, to balance the user demand and supply of wireless

coverage, adjacent UAVs are allowed to swap their positions. Simulation results

show improvement in the network performance using the parameters: packet de-

livery ratio, data served per unit of depleted energy, service discontinuity time,

and the total amount of data served.
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1. Introduction

A prominent application of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) networks is in

providing wireless coverage to ground users. Offloading ground base stations is

one of the implemented approaches to harvest the UAVs’ potential in providing

wireless services [2]. However, due to the impracticability of ground conditions

or time constraints, these base stations cannot be established. In such scenarios,

the users can be served by a swarm of UAVs that can be deployed on-the-fly [3].

In 2011, the US government considered the deployment of a drone network

(as an extemporaneous communication system) in emergency situations to be

promising [4]. The National Public Safety Telecommunications Council started

investigating drone based communication four years later [5]. Virtual Network

Communications [6], a startup, developed a scalable LTE (Long-Term Evolu-

tion) base station called a Green Cell. It contained a credit-card-size component

employing LTE technology to form an ad hoc network with neighboring radios,

subsequently connecting to a nationwide cellular network. This can support

128 users at a time on any LTE frequency. The Green Cell along with its bat-

tery weighed only 2 kilograms, light enough for a drone to carry. The authors

in [7] proposed a drone-mounted base station mechanism by mounting LTE

femtocells on drones to offer an alternative for the overloaded existing wireless

infrastructure. The mechanism calculates the required number of drones and

their optimal locations to maximize user coverage.

Nevertheless, initial deployment of these UAV networks is not sufficient to

provide efficient coverage. The users’ mobility causes non-uniform densities at

various locations at different instants, creating overloaded hotspot cells, called

hot zones. Limitations in the available UAV count, UAVs’ battery life constraint,

and the requirement of an uninterrupted service to users call for a judicious load

distribution, and repositioning of these UAVs. When an UAV moves from its

current position, some or all of its users may remain unattended until another

UAV comes to serve them. These challenges overshadow the unparalleled capa-

bility of UAV networks in providing wireless coverage.
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Considering the above problems, this paper’s objective is to present a UAV

deployment scheme to serve the maximum possible number of users by minimiz-

ing the service interruption time. An initial deployment for an efficient layout

of UAV positions is presented here. The paper then highlights the effect of

user mobility and irregular density (causing hot zones), in disabling the affected

UAVs to serve all of their respective users. The proposed solution allows these

UAVs to prudently choose their peers so that they can dynamically reposition

themselves to maximize the users served. The algorithms are presented for: (1)

redistributing loads (user demand) in shared areas of adjacent cells; (2) the dy-

namical reconfiguration of the network topology based on overloaded cells; and

(3) swapping the positions of UAVs with their 1-hop neighbors.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 showcases recent

research in this area. Section 3 explains the proposed mechanism of the initial

deployment of UAVs, the three algorithms discussed before and the various

assumptions that are taken. Section 4 explains the simulation environment,

parameters and results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

In [8], the authors propose a placement scheme to minimize the number of

UAV mounted mobile base stations for providing wireless coverage to ground

terminals. To position the UAVs sequentially in a spiral, starting from the

boundary of the area and finally reaching the center, it takes a polynomial

time. In [9], the authors present an algorithm based on electrostatic forces for

the deployment of UAVs in 3D space. The authors in [3] discuss two problems

of optimal deployment: minimizing the maximum deployment delay among all

UAVs (min-max) for fairness consideration, and minimizing the total deploy-

ment delay (min-sum) for efficiency consideration. They consider UAV hetero-

geneity in flying speed, coverage radius and operating altitude.

The authors [10] propose an energy-efficient 3D placement of UAV mounted

base stations involving the onboard power consumption and considers vary-
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ing users’ density. A proactive UAV deployment to reduce overload conditions

caused by flash crowd traffic in 5G networks is presented by the authors in [11].

In this paper, three kinds of flash crowd traffic are developed along with a hy-

brid distribution. This is followed by prediction and operating control schemes

for the deployment. The authors in [12] propose a Hovering Ad-Hoc Network to

solve the problem of irregular capacity demand, generated because of the mass

movement of users. In [13], the authors present two distributed algorithms for

dynamic drone repositioning. In the first, a drone makes movement decisions

based on only the information of its current users’ positions, while the second

algorithm requires information about user locations in neighbor cells as well to

maximize the spectral efficiency of the complete network.

The aforementioned studies do not evaluate the actual new position of the

moving UAVs and the associated change in the topology, at different instants

of the deployment time, to serve maximum possible users. In our previous

work [1], a distributed algorithm was proposed where the UAVs assisted their

immediate neighbors in serving hot zones. The algorithm did not consider

multi-hop peers and, moreover, always required the UAVs to move to share

the load in hot zones. Hence, this paper proposes a comprehensive solution,

executing various components in a stepwise manner to mitigate the problem

of hot zones. Load redistribution in overlapped sections, multi-hop away UAV

assistance, and swapping of the UAV locations (independent of hot zones) are

the three prominent components that were not previously considered.

3. Proposed Methodology

The UAVs should be efficiently deployed to provide seamless wireless cover-

age to the maximum possible number of users. The users move in the covered

region, forming variable densities in different subareas. The user density in a

sub-area may also change with time. The challenge is to serve as many users

as possible without over-consuming energy (spending more energy in hovering

or flying than in serving users). To this end, the proposed method strives to
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(a) Example deployment (100 UAVs) (b) Load sharing

Figure 1: Initial Deployment and load sharing in overlapped sections

increase the average number of users served per unit of energy consumed by a

UAV.

The proposed method first deploys UAVs to efficiently cover the entire re-

gion. Consequently, UAVs redistribute their loads to serve users whose mobility

and bandwidth requirements are unpredictable. Later, if required, they move

to new positions.

3.1. Initial Deployment

The initial deployment utilizes Delaunay Triangulation with equilateral tri-

angles. This technique offers an efficient coverage of the region by maximizing

the area covered while minimizing (the area of) overlapped sections between

adjacent hotspot cells, and ensuring that there are no gaps between them [14],

[1]. Furthermore, the greedy approach is adopted to ensure complete coverage

of a given region with any shape [15]. Figure 1(a) shows a deployment of 100

UAVs in a rectangular region represented by a dotted perimeter.

Each cell circumscribes a regular hexagon (Figure 1(b)). The overlapping

cells form a framework of non-intersecting hexagons that share their sides with

neighboring hexagons. The objective is to determine the minimum UAV count

required to cover the entire region. The total area covered by all the hexagons
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Figure 2: UAV deployment and Internet connectivity

can be computed to determine the required UAV count. Let AreaHex represent

the area of a hexagon, given by
3
√

(3)R2

2 , where R is the radius of the cell cir-

cumscribing it. AreaRegion, denotes the area of the region. Then, the minimum

required UAV count, N , for covering the region is given by

N = arg min(N.AreaHex −AreaRegion) (1)

st:(N.AreaHex −AreaRegion) >= 0 (2)

3.2. Assumptions

The following assumptions are made to streamline the proposed method.

i) All the UAVs cover the same area and fly at the same altitude. The band-

width requirement of all users are identical and fixed.

ii) The UAVs called Relays, connect the deployed UAVs to a LTE BTS (Base

Transceiver Station) tower, providing an Internet connection (Figure 2

shows two Relays). (UAV-UAV communication is not shown for the sake

of simplicity.)

iii) In the beginning of the deployment, there are N number of UAVs (excluding

Relays) that decreases over time due to energy consumption.

iv) The UAVs divide the users in the overlapped section of adjacent cells by

forming hexagonal cells. Figure 1(b) shows a circular cell in the center,
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taking the shape of a (dotted) hexagon after sharing the loads with its

neighbors. The arrows signify the load distribution among the UAV serving

the central cell and one of its neighbors.

v) Each UAV determines its current location using GPS (Global Positioning

System) and updates the neighborhood information in its neighbor table

after every hello timer.

vi) The user density within a cell always follows uniform distribution.

3.3. Dynamic Self Reconfiguration of UAVs to Serve Overloaded Hotspot Cells

An overloaded UAV redistributes its load in overlapping sections. Later, it

may request for one or more peers (to move closer to share its load).

3.3.1. Phase 1: Load redistribution in overlapped sections

The users may enter or leave the cell of a serving UAV (or even the entire

region), thereby making the user density and mobility dynamic. The increase

in user density in a cell may render the UAV incapable of serving all of its users.

Contracting the cell in such a situation, reduces the number of users and may

help the UAV in meeting the users’ requirements.

Expansion and contraction of cells in asymmetric traffic have been discussed

in past research [16]. A decentralized cell-site selection algorithm for the users in

overlapped sections of adjacent cells is proposed in [17]. The users are assigned

one of two cell-sites depending on their traffic levels. A dynamic load-sharing

method based on a reconfigurable overlapped cellular coverage is analyzed in

[18]. This work focuses on localized congestion (caused by accidents and road-

work) that contributes to asymmetrical teletraffic load situations.

An UAV, Ui, periodically computes its current load (user count), li. The

load capacity, ci, is the number of users it can serve. If li > ci, then, Ui cannot

serve all of its users, which means a hot zone is created in its cell.

Ui successively releases its loads in the overlapped sections to its 1-hop neigh-

bors. In the initial deployment, an UAV has a maximum of six neighbors, shar-

ing one overlapped section with each. Suppose Ui is the central UAV in Figure
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(a) Before redistribution (b) After redistribution

Figure 3: Load redistribution in overlapped sections

1(b). It starts handing over its load in these sections to its neighbors, consid-

ering them individually. While releasing the load, it ensures that no hot zone

is created in each considered neighbor’s cell. Thus, prior to handing over the

loads, Ui has a hexagonal coverage area as shown in Figure 3(a). If it succeeds

in giving away its load in all of the overlapped sections, its coverage area reduces

to the shape as shown in Figure 3(b).

Because the user density in a cell is assumed to be uniform, a reduction in

the coverage area implies a lower load. The area of the overlapped section, ovlp,

is determined by the following Equation 3, where dij is the distance between Ui

and Uj , and R is the radius of Ui’s cell [19].

ovlp =
2R2 arccos(

dij
2R

)− dij
2

√
4R2 − d2

ij

πR2
(3)

Therefore, the cell’s area can be mapped to its user count. Equation 4 gives

the number of users (load) per unit area.

liunitArea
=

li
πR2

(4)

handOveri deontes the amount of load that Ui can release to a neighbor Uj .

Ui uses Equation 5 to show the relationship between its cell area and its current

load.

handOveri =
li
πR2

.
ovlp

2
(5)
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Algorithm 1: Load Redistribution

Input: Current load of Ui

Output: Reduced load of Ui after redistribution

1 while For each 1-hop neighbor Uj do

2 if lj + handOveri < cj then

3 li = li - handOveri;

4 lj = lj + handOveri;

5 exit;

Algorithm 1 shows the steps of redistribution that are performed.

3.3.2. Phase 2: Dynamic Repositioning Of UAVs
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Figure 4: Example Figure

After handing over all possible loads to its

1-hop neighbors (Phase 1), Ui recomputes its

current load, li. If li is still greater than ci,

then Ui requires assistance from its peers to

share its load (by moving closer) so that all of

its users can be served. It computes its excess

load, lexi , which is equal to li − ci.

The following example explains the process of selecting suitable peers and

computing their new locations. Suppose U54 in a deployment (Figure 4) observes

that its cell has become a hot zone. It is assumed that after redistribution of

load, the number of users in its cell are 165, and it can serve a maximum of 100

users. This means lex54 is 65 (165 - 100). It becomes the requester UAV, Ureq,

and starts executing Algorithm 2 by broadcasting a 1-hop Req Msg (hcnt = 1)

to advertise its excess load, lex54 . On receiving the message, U44, U55 and U64

respond with a Resp Msg, as these are the only 1-hop neighbors with current

loads less than lex54 , as shown in Table 1. These responding UAVs form a set,

RSethcnt, as defined in Equation 6.
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RSethcnt = {Uj |Uj is a hcnt-hop neighbor ∧ lexi > lj} (6)

Uaide = arg max ej
j∈RSethcnt

(7)

Table 1: Current loads and remaining energy of

1-hop neighbors of U54 and U44

Ui li Energy(103 J)

44 48 920

45 70 680

53 79 580

55 23 870

64 52 790

65 82 950

33 22 570

34 85 630

43 34 710

45 78 290

53 93 880

On receiving this message, U54

chooses U44 to be its Uaide because

U44 has the highest remaining en-

ergy as compared to the other two

prospective peers (e44 > e55 >

e64), following Equation 7. U54

broadcasts a 1-hop Ack Msg to

notify its 1-hop neighbors about

the chosen Uaide (U44) and its new

location, computed using Equa-

tion 8 [19]. ovlp is the required

overlap between U54 and U44 so

that the latter can take over the

load, lex54 , from U54. ovlp is com-

puted based on l54 (current load

of U54), using Equations 3 and 4.

ovlp.πR2 − 2R2 arccos(
dij
2R

)− dij
2

√
4R2 − d2

ij = 0 (8)

Movement of U44 from its original location will result in a pseudo-hot zone as

its users will not be served due to its relocation. Hence, U44 redistributes its load,

and then starts its own Algorithm 2 by broadcasting a Req Msg advertising lex44

(l44 minus the load represented by the area that it will overlap after movement).

If the load represented by this overlapped section is 8; thus, lex44 will be set as 40

(48 - 8). It waits for one hello timer to receive any Resp Msg. If the message

is received, it chooses a peer with the highest remaining energy as its Uaide and

broadcasts a 1-hop Ack Msg in a similar fashion, and then moves to its new
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Algorithm 2: Dynamic Repositioning

Input: All UAVs (excluding Relays), Assumption: li > ci for Ui

Output: Change in UAV network topology

1 Ui sets hop count, hcnt = 1 and excess load, lexi = li - ci in Req Msg;

2 Ui broadcasts Req Msg with hop count = hcnt, advertising the excess

load, lexi ;

3 A hcnt-hop neighbor Uj responds with a Resp Msg only if lexi > lj ;

4 if hcnt < hop-limit then

5 if Ui does not receive any response within hcnt hello timers then

6 it increments hcnt by 1 and goes back to Step 2;

7 else

8 exit.

9 Ui chooses Uaide base on highest remaining energy, calculates its new

position, and broadcasts an Ack Msg (hop count = hcnt);

10 Uaide broadcasts Req Msg to its 1-hop neighbors advertising the excess

load, lexUaide
= lUaide

;

11 if Uaide receives a Resp Msg within one hello timer then

12 it selects the neighbor with highest remaining energy;

13 Uaide proceeds and acquires the new position;

14 After collocation and sharing of load, Ui recomputes excess load, lexi =

(ci + cUaide
) - (li + lUaide

);

15 if lexi > 0 then

16 Ui reexecutes Algorithm 2 by going to step 1;

17 exit.

location. It acquires the new position even when no responses are received, as

its primary goal is to assist the Ureq.

Based on the information provided in Table 1, U44 receives responses from

U33 and U43, and selects the latter. This chained process continues until no
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U-hot U-peerUaide

Figure 5: Case1: Movement of 1-hop away Uaide (color should be used in print)

suitable 1-hop neighbor is available. However, if the original Ureq, U54, does not

receive any response in the first cycle, then it increases the hop count by one,

and rebroadcasts the Req Msg, ensuring the advertisement is received by 2-

hop neighbors. The hop count is incremented by 1 until at least one response is

obtained in a current cycle, or all the UAVs in the network receive the Req Msg.

In the above example, the Uaide, U44 was a 1-hop neighbor of the Ureq.

However, a Uaide may not always be 1-hop away. Hence, there are two cases.

Case 1 (1-hop away Uaide): Figure 5 illustrates an example of this con-

text. The area in blue represents the required overlap, whereas the area in gray

represents the users who will no longer be served by the Uaide (unless another

UAV is found). Before acquiring the new location, Uaide broadcasts a 1-hop

Req Msg advertising its current load. If the 1-hop neighbors do not receive an

Ack Msg from the Uaide in a set time, they will assume that the Uaide could

not find a peer to take its place. Thus, they broadcast the Req Msg that they

had received from the Uaide to their respective 1-hop neighbors. This process

continues until all the UAVs receive the Req Msg, or a suitable peer is found.

If no UAV is found, then the users in the gray area will remain unserved until

Uaide comes back to its initial location.

Case 2 (Multi-hop away Uaide): This scenario is portrayed in Figure 6(a).

Here, the gray area is much larger as compared to that in Case 1, because the

movement of the Uaide will not result in overlapping its existing cell. Figure

6(b) shows the effect of movement of the Uaide, U3, from its original location
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Figure 6: Case 2: Movement of multi-hop away Uaide (color should be used in print)

to the new one, depicting the gray and blue areas. As in Case 1, finding the

subsequent neighbors also follows the steps as enumerated in Algorithm 2. The

difference between the two cases is that now Uaide shares the loads with some

of the neighboring UAVs of Ureq; U3 now shares the load of U5 and U9 in the

corresponding overlapped sections.

If a Ureq does not receive any Resp Msg from its peers, it increments the

hop count by 1 in the Req Msg until hop count < hop-limit. If hop count equals

hop-limit, Ureq stops broadcasting any Req Msgs. The hop-limit is set based

on the radius of the UAV network. Once Ureq no longer requires assistance

from the Uaide to serve its cell, it notifies the latter (through Hello Message) to

retreat to its original position. In a recursive process, the subsequent neighbors

also retreat to their previous positions.

3.4. Swapping Of UAVs

An UAV, Ui, calculates its time-to-die, Ti, based on its current consumption

rate, puts this data in its Hello Message, and broadcasts to its 1-hop neighbors.

If the received Hello Message from Uj gives a difference between Ti and Tj of

more than τ time units, then Ui swaps its position with Uj (Algorithm 3).
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Figure 7: Swap between UBlue and UGreen (color should be used in print)

(a) After 1 second

(b) After 2 seconds

(c) After 3 seconds

(d) After 4 seconds

Figure 8: Unattended (shaded) area

of UBlue while swapping with UGreen

(color should be used in print)

During the swapping process, some of the

users in the cells of both UAVs will not be

served for a small duration of time. Swap-

ping of positions between two arbitrary 1-hop

neighbors, UBlue and UGreen is shown in Fig-

ure 7. Here, it is assumed that each one

requires 4 seconds to take the other’s posi-

tion. The trajectories of each of the UAVs

are shown along with their corresponding cov-

erage area movements. The new coverage

areas in the first three seconds are shown

with dotted circles (UBlue) and dashed circles

(UGreen) for the corresponding UAVs. In the

fourth (final) second, the new coverage areas

completely exchange each other’s positions.

Figure 8 highlights the effect on the orig-

inal coverage area of UBlue. After 1 second,

UBlue loses some of its users, shown in the

gray shaded area (unattended users). Dur-

ing this time, UGreen could cover a very small

area that UBlue has already lost, as shown in

14



Algorithm 3: Swapping

Input: Current locations of Ui and Uj

Output: Swapped locations of Ui and Uj

1 while For all pairs of 1-hop neighbors, Ui and Uj do

2 if Ti - Tj >= τ time units then

3 Ui swaps position with Uj ;

4 exit.

Figure 8(a). After 2 seconds, UGreen could substantially cover the lost area of

UBlue; however, the unattended area is greater than in Figure 8(a) (depicted by

the gray area in Figure 8(b)).

Eventually, after 3 seconds, Figure 8(c), UGreen covers an even larger piece of

the UBlue’s original coverage area, leaving a smaller unattended section, shown

by the gray shaded portion. This area is approximately equal to that depicted

in Figure 8(a) (first second). Finally, after 4 seconds (Figure 8(d)), both UAVs

exchange each other’s original positions; hence, completing the swap. Further-

more, UGreen completely acquires the coverage area of UBlue and there is no

unattended section, which means all of the original users of UBlue are now be-

ing served by UGreen. As it is assumed that all the UAVs cover the same area,

there will be a similar effect on UGreen’s coverage area.

Although swapping can improve the overall performance and increase the

lifetime of the network, highly frequent swaps throughout the network will, in

fact, increase the overall unserved time along with the number of affected users.

This in turn will decrease the total amount of data transmitted by all the UAVs.

Hence, the parameter τ , as described above, should be chosen carefully.

4. Performance Evaluation And Results

To validate the proposed approach, a simple scenario was simulated using ns-

3 [20]. 100 UAVs were initially deployed through Delaunay triangulation with

equilateral triangles as shown in Figure 1(a). The UAV ad hoc network was
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(a) Hovering (b) Linear Movement

Figure 9: Laboratory experiments (color should be used in print)

distributed at the same height, with all traffic directed to an abstract sink node

which was placed in the center of the scenario, 100m above the UAV plane. The

sink did not contribute to the measured results. All nodes, including the sink,

were part of the same mesh network. This setup was chosen due to its simplicity.

A more advanced architecture could potentially improve the mechanism even

further; however, the architecture itself is beyond the scope of this paper.

It was assumed that each UAV could serve a maximum of 50 users and

would experience a hot zone when there were more than 50 users in its cell. A

threshold of 5 users was applied as a trigger for load redistribution. This means

that an UAV would start the process of load redistribution in its cell when it had

more than 55 users. 1 to 10 hot zones were dynamically created, with a uniform

distribution, to account for the unpredictability of user mobility. Further, these

hot zones were created for random durations following a uniform distribution.

A range-based model for the network communication channel was used (if

two nodes were within communication range, then there was a link between

them). The transmission data rate was fixed to 1Mbps. Each UAV aggregated

the entire traffic generated by its served users and forwarded it to the sink either

directly or relaying through other nodes. Optimized Link-State Routing (OLSR)

protocol was used to enable the multi-hop relay aspect of the architecture. The

simulation time was set for 2 hours based on the recent achievement in flight

time [21]. Most of the simulation parameters were based on [22] and can be
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Table 2: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value

Coverage radius of each UAV 100m

Initial distance between any two adjacent UAVs
√

3× 100m

Area of region 2× 2km2

Results accumulative interval 600s

Tx current 8A

Idle/Rx current 6.5A

Communication range 210m

Constant error rate 0.01

Initial energy source capacity 12000J

User data requirement 1000B

Hello Interval (OLSR) 2s

seen in Table 2.

The energy model assumed that the node could be in two states: transmitting

or idle/receiving. When transmitting, the energy depletion is greater than when

receiving. It was assumed that the UAVs consume an equal amount of energy

when flying horizontally or when hovering over a fixed position. This assumption

was based on the laboratory experiments as shown in Figure 9. To find out the

energy consumed in providing services to users, Raspberry Pi were used as

clients to the drones receiving data at a rate of 1Mbps.

The UAVs can carry a weight of around 2 kgs to be able to provide wireless

coverage (discussed in Section 1). Amazon intends to fly its drones carrying

a payload of the same weight at a speed of 22.352m/s [23]. Hence, the flying

speed of 20m/s was chosen for the UAVs in the simulations. Moreover, the

current record of the fastest drone is above the rate of 70 meters per second

[24]. Thus, in future applications of the proposed method, higher flying speed

for UAVs can be set, which will further improve the network performance.
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Figure 10: Total data served with

varying time-to-die time units

Keeping the above-mentioned parameters

constant, several simulation repetitions were

run with different τ time units. The total

amount of data served by the UAV network

with varying time-to-die time units are shown

in Figure 10. It can be seen that the total data

increased when τ was increased from 1 to 6

minutes. This is because a highly frequent

swapping operation (lower τ) has a detrimental effect on the UAV networks’

capability to serve the users, as discussed in Section 3.4. However, the total

data decreased by further increasing τ as the UAVs were not prompt enough

to balance the user demand and wireless supply in the network. The optimal

value of τ was observed to be 6 minutes. Thus, in the simulations, two adjacent

UAVs swapped their positions when their time-to-die values differed by at least

6 minutes.

One hundred independent simulation repetitions were run for each case: (1)

Proposed Method (PM); (2) Proposed Method without swap (PM); and (3)

no Reconfiguration (nR). The two different cases, case (1) and case (2), were

considered to show the effect of swapping (which was not considered in the

previous work [1]) in the proposed method on the results. In case (3), the UAVs

do not move or redistribute the load among themselves. However, the initial

deployment of UAVs for all the three cases were identical. Results were averaged

from the simulation repetitions for each case, individually.

A parameter, B∆J , is used to compare the three cases in terms of the quan-

tity of energy consumed in serving data as compared to in hovering/flying. B∆J

is the total data served to all users per unit of depleted energy (considering all

the UAVs) and computed after every 10 minutes as given in Equation 9.

B∆J =

∑M̂
i=1 dataui∑N̂
j=1 ∆JUj

(9)

where, uidata
is the data served to user, ui, ∆JUj

is the quantity of depleted
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energy at UAV, Uj , N̂ is the total number of active UAVs during the calculation

of ∆JUj
and M̂ is the user count served by N̂ . dataui

and ∆JUj
are calculated

every 100ms and accumulated throughout the simulation time.
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Figure 11: Data served per unit of

depleted energy

Figure 11 shows B∆J calculated after ev-

ery 10 minutes for the three cases. It can

be seen that the proposed methods outper-

form the nR case throughout the simulation

time. As the proposed methods focus on uti-

lizing the UAVs’ energy efficiently in serving

the users (by prudent load redistributions, fol-

lowed by choosing suitable neighbors to share

the load and repositioning fewer UAVs to serve hot zones), the UAVs are able

to better handle the hot zones in the network. By adding the swapping compo-

nent, the energy consumption of the UAVs in serving users is further improved,

than in hovering, as periodic checking of swapping ensures a balance between

the user requirement and availability of UAVs throughout the region.
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Figure 12: Packet Delivery Ratio

Figure 12 compares Packet Delivery Ra-

tio (PDR) of the three cases. The proposed

methods have higher PDR than the nR case

after around 10 minutes of simulation time.

An efficient load redistribution and network

topology change triggered by hot zones, allow

the UAVs to serve users in hot zones better

as compared to when there is no reconfiguration in the network. Adding the

swapping component to the proposed method further improves the PDR.

The users are affected in hot zones as the serving UAVs cannot meet their

requirements. The proposed methods allow the UAVs to redistribute their loads

effectively so that they can better serve the users. The average service discon-

tinuity time observed by users, µ∆ξ (Equation 10), was accumulated until the

end of the simulation time. Figure 13 compares the three cases. The users

encountered less interruption in receiving data from the UAV network when the
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proposed methods were used throughout the simulation time. The plots are

exponential as they accumulate the service discontinuity time from beginning

until the end of the simulations.
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Figure 13: Average service disconti-

nuity time

µ∆ξtk =

tk∑
t=1

∑Mtk

i=1 ξtkui

M tk
(10)

where, Mtk is the user count served by the

UAV network at time tk and ξtkui
is the inter-

ruption check for the user, ui, at time tk (ξtkui

= 0 if ui is served at tk , 1, otherwise).
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Figure 14: Total data served

Similarly, the total data served by all the

UAVs, φB (Equation 11), is accumulated too

throughout the simulation time. φB is higher

when the proposed methods are followed as

compared to the nR case (Figure 14). In due

course of time, the UAVs consumed their en-

ergy. After around 100 minutes of simula-

tions, most of the UAVs had completely exhausted their batteries, thus, leaving

only a few in the network. For this reason, the linear behavior of the plots stop

at this time in the simulations as the contribution of the data served by these

remaining UAVs to the cumulative total data is comparatively very low than

that of the prior accumulated data.

φtkB =

tk∑
t=1

Mtk∑
i=1

Btk
ui

(11)

where, Btk
ui

is the data served to user, ui, at time, tk.

Finally, Figure 15 shows the percentages of times various components of the

proposed mechanism were executed. Only Redistribution refers to the case when

only load redistributions were sufficient to serve the hot zones. Whereas, the

1-hop assistance and Multi-hop assistance refer to the cases when one or more

UAVs were repositioned, respectively, after performing load redistributions.
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Table 3: Confidence Intervals

Parameters Cases 600s 3600s 7200s

B∆J

(B/J)

PM 18351 ± 163 16797 ± 129 15684 ± 182

PM 17827 ± 116 16485 ± 147 15165 ± 215

nR 15939 ± 152 14544 ± 229 13524 ± 186

µ∆ξ

(s)

PM 40 ± 0.43 90 ± 0.85 225 ± 3.38

PM 48 ± 0.35 127 ± 2.23 284 ± 4.61

nR 62 ± 0.59 177 ± 5.37 390 ± 9.64

φB

(GB)

PM 1824 ± 25.7 10307 ± 194.4 17554 ± 236.6

PM 1636 ± 22.9 9896 ± 102.8 16832 ± 429.1

nR 1441 ± 20.9 8787 ± 85.6 15357 ± 298.6

1-hop
Assistance

29.7%
Multi-hop
Assistance

52.1%

Only
Redistribution

18.2%

Figure 15: Percentages of Only Re-

distribution, 1-hop assistance, and

Multi-hop assistance

Redistribution of load during hot zones

can avoid UAV movements and in turn dis-

ruption in the network topology. Only Redis-

tribution refers to this aspect of solving the

hot zone problem which was not considered

in the previous work [1]. The UAV move-

ments were avoided for 18.2% of the times,

thus, signifying the importance of this compo-

nent in the proposed method. However, the

UAV movement occurred four times than the Only Redistribution (81.8%). This

shows that repositioning the UAVs is paramount to serve users in unpredictable

events. Further, the much higher occurrence of Multi-hop assistance over the

1-hop assistance (by 22.4%), emphasizes the required movement of multi-hop

peers. As the previous work [1] did not consider Multi-hop assistance, this paper

shows the advantage of including this component in the network performance.

The 95% confidence intervals for the three accumulative parameters, B∆J ,

µ∆ξ and φB at the beginning (600s), middle (3600s) and final (7200s) stages

of the simulation are shown in Table 3.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work

The proposed method of providing coverage to users by an Unmanned Aerial

Vehicle network follows a two-fold scheme when hot zones occur in the region.

In the first process, the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle serving the hot zone tries to

release its load to its 1-hop neighbors in the corresponding overlapped sections.

If the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle is still unable to serve the remaining users, then,

it initiates the second process to find a suitable Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (whose

current user count is less than what it would share), as the objective is to serve

the maximum possible number of users at any instant. Finally, in the process,

swapping (independent of hot zones), every Unmanned Aerial Vehicle compares

its predictive lifetime with its 1-hop neighbors based on the current loads. It

swaps its position (with one of the neighbors) when the difference is more than τ

time units. This process improves network performance as the Unmanned Aerial

Vehicles with more resources (energy) move to a more crowded location. The

proposed methods outperform the nR case by serving more data throughout

the simulation time.

An entire cell is considered as a hot zone. However, a hot zone can encompass

multiple hotspot cells, either entirely or partially as user density or movement

is unpredictable. The future work will be focused in this direction.
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